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First Lieutenant George Wilson served in the U.S. Army during the last, but one of the
most difficult, drives in the European Theater of Operations during World War II. Beginning his
service in Europe shortly before D-day on April 20, 1944, Wilson would prove to be a strong
officer and battalion leader in the battles to come.1 He wrote of his experiences in the book, If
You Survive, in which he vividly describes his struggles and resourcefulness on the battlefield.
Wilson survived the war and had success on the battlefield because he analyzed the terrain and
skillfully employed tactics utilizing his analysis.
Tactics Used by Wilson
Wilson was instructed on “weapons, tactics, map reading, close order drill, field
maneuvers, and basic infantry training” at Officer Candidate School (OCS) at Fort Benning
before entering the war.2 The tactics that Wilson utilized are outlined in the article “Terrain and
Tactics” by Patrick O’Sullivan. According to O’Sullivan, “When synthesizing information from
personal observation, maps, photos and descriptions, the soldier is advised to look for points of
observation, fields of fire, cover and concealment, obstacles, key terrain, and avenues of
approach.”3 It is clear that Wilson was taught similar tactics at OCS. Points of observation allow

a soldier “to [see] your enemy before he sees you,” while pinpointing fields of fire reveals “a
killing ground where the enemy can be shot with little chance to reply.”4 Cover and concealment
was essential because it “can cancel the effectiveness of particular weapons.”5 Obstacles were
hazards, although they could be used to a regiment’s advantage if it could be overcome.6 As an
officer, Wilson’s main concern was possession of key terrain for his forces; it gave them the
greatest advantage and all other tactical advantages often depended on it. Possessing key terrain
gave Wilson the best avenues of approach, or “one’s own best line of defense.”7 Accurately
determining which route to take for the attack and which route the enemy may take was crucial
to defense. Wilson’s use of these tactics developed as he gained experience on the battlefield.
The Bocage at St. Lô
Wilson’s first assignment with the Fourth Infantry Division was the breakout in the area
around the French town of St. Lô. The hedgerows found in this area were the “crucial problem,”
for they separated fields and were earthen walls “over two feet thick and three feet high.” 8
While these high hedges served as cover for both forces, this served as key terrain for the
German defense. The square pattern of the fields allowed them to “put machine guns near the
corners of each field, giving them a crossfire that made a frontal attack by infantry nearly
suicidal.” 9 This positioning gave the Germans the ability to defend more than one field;
therefore, they had literal and perfectly planted fields of fire. While the hedgerows served the
Germans well defensively, they were obstacles for Wilson’s platoon. Specialized tactics that
“called for the tanks to break out into a field and spray the next hedgerow with their machine
guns while the infantry walked or ran behind the tanks, using them as shields” were the only way
the platoon was able to gain ground.10 Wilson and other officers used aerial reconnaissance
photographs to plan their avenues of approach to try to pinpoint German defenses. Wilson’s

battalion also attempted to use the terrain and “placed [the] TDs and tanks and other vehicles
under the trees to hide them from aerial view.”11
The Germans exploited the defensive advantages at Villebaudon. They used “a high ridge
several miles long running parallel to the Villebaudon—Tessy sur Vire road” as a point of
observation from which to see Allied forces approach.12 Their view of the approaching
companies allowed them to fire upon the companies at exactly the moment in which “[t]he
exposed infantry instantly hit the ground and dove for any cover available.”13 The Germans’
position allowed them to have the element of surprise at the most opportune moment.
After Wilson waited until the artillery barrage was over, he gathered his men and
resumed their mission of taking the ridge from the Germans.14 Because the Germans could see
Wilson and his men from their high position, Wilson was forced to utilize the hedgerows as
cover and pinpoint avenues of approaching the enemy during their ascent up the ridge that also
provided cover, for “they hit us hard whenever we crossed an open space.”15 The company was
attacked fiercely by the Germans and was relieved of their mission because of losses, but
Wilson’s realization of vulnerable positions kept him and his men alive until reinforcements
could arrive. Wilson would soon face and attempt to survive a far more deadly breakthrough.
The Dense Hürtgen Forest
The Hürtgen forest, located on the German-Belgian border, was a heavily-wooded forest
in which Wilson’s Fourth Division was ordered to break through to the Cologne plains. Wilson
describes the terrain as “a hundred-square-mile forest of extremely steep hills, rough ridges, and
deep ravines.”16 Because of the low visibility in the forest and German familiarity with the area,
Wilson says “the country was obstacle enough itself.”17 Attempting to overcome the Hürtgen
would be one of Wilson’s greatest challenges as he found himself often the only officer left in

his company during battle. His previous experience informed his instincts regarding the need for
cover and concealment. This is evident when Wilson was ordered to “dig in” at a gully; however,
he suggested to his commanding officer that “he have us move further up the hill because gullies
were natural targets for German artillery.”18 The area was shelled soon after; Wilson’s
identification of the area as poorly protected was unfortunately correct. His tactical skills coupled
with his experience proved repeatedly to save himself and his men. Wilson considered the dense
forest terrain as his battalion attacked in the forest near Grosshau. He suggested to Colonel
Kenan, his commanding officer, that attacking in a column of platoons would be advantageous:
“Hit hard and quickly and punch a hold through fast. That way we can have our men closer
together, we can control them, and we can defend better if we get hit from a flank.”19 Here,
Wilson determined the best avenue of approach for the terrain and reduced the vulnerability of
his troops as they attacked.
Like St. Lô, the Germans took advantage of high ground and “opened up viciously with
rifles and machine guns as soon as [the company was] within range.”20 However, the Hürtgen
provided no hedgerows to provide cover from the Germans’ point of observation. Wilson and his
men were pinned down by the German fire and ability to see their every move. Wilson acted and
ordered his men forward by “fire and movement,” or else facing certain death by the continuing
German artillery.21 The Germans pulled back when American artillery was finally able to
answer their own.22
Wilson ordered fields of fire to be created for the next attack. The terrain had to be
modified to do so; the men had “to cut off tree limbs that might obscure or obstruct their view of
the enemy to their front and flanks.”23 This field of fire allowed the company to be within the
woods, but still able to fire out to the open area beyond. Wilson followed this defensive tactic

perfectly as he opened an opportunity for his men to fire while also protecting their position from
return fire.
Wilson was ordered that his company take the small village of Grosshau. Grosshau had
been identified as key terrain because it was “vital to tomorrow’s attack plans.”24 They were
able to take the town easily because they chose an avenue of approach that was unprotected and
surprised the Germans from behind.25 The town functioned as a command post for upcoming
attacks.26 Wilson’s leadership and tactical skill were sharpened in the Hürtgen because of his
previous experience with differing terrain conditions on the battlefield.
Comparison and Analysis
The Fourth Division was at a disadvantage in both St. Lô and the Hürtgen. The closed
terrain of the areas caused tactical difficulties and was the greatest obstacle to overcome. The
Germans were more familiar with the terrain and were able to pull back and build up lines of
defense. The key terrain was often initially in their favor. The Fourth Division struggled in both
terrains because they had to learn how to fight on the particular terrain as they advanced. Fields
of fire were not large open fields but rather small clearings and meadows in the bocage and
forests. Avenues of approach had to be determined through air reconnaissance in the bocage, but
in the Hürtgen, Wilson relied on scouts and radioing ahead to other regiments to understand
enemy movements. The dense forest was constant concealment from viewing any lengthy
distance. Through experience, Wilson gained an understanding of German tactics and tendencies,
allowing him to make better-informed decisions about his own tactics as the war led on. The six
tactics Wilson was trained on in OCS became internalized as he saw more conflict. Early on at
St. Lô, he realized there were too many pointless casualties around him because other soldiers
simply were not aware of their surroundings and enemy. Realizations like these by individual

officers and soldiers are probably what were responsible for the Allies winning the war. Their
initiative led to victory.
Because of Wilson’s experiences on the battlefield, other members of the military as well
as civilians are able to learn from the successes and failures of the tactics he utilized. Wilson
makes several mentions of what he wished he had known prior to battle, giving war analysts
first-person resources for improving tactics for the next war. Wilson often credits his survival on
the battlefield to “hunches” or innate compulsions that saved him from many narrow escapes.
However, his knowledge of tactics and experience in the battlefield had honed his mind to be
aware of his surroundings at all times. This more than anything else allowed him to survive.
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Dr. Laver’s Comments: Mechelle Rouchon’s essay on George Wilson’s experiences in World
War II demonstrates the relationship between education and success, in this instance the
instruction Wilson received in war fighting prior to facing combat and his success in applying
those lessons. Wilson effectively led his men through two major campaigns by first
implementing the tactics he had learned in Officer Candidate School, and second by adapting
those lessons to evolving battlefield situations. Rouchon’s analysis of Wilson’s war record
reveals the direct connection between education and achievement.

